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Gamo G- Magnum 1250, The New G-Magnum 1250 by Gamo is our most

powerful, accurate and ergonomically designed air rifle. Spurred on by the

persistent market demand for increased power at an affordable price,

our intentions have always been to satisfy the broadest range of consumers for

whom power and price will remain pivotal factors in their buying decision. The

European heavyweight of the air gun world has surely answered that criteria by

creating the new Gamo G-Magnum 1250 break barrel air rifle, which produces

up to 36 Joules energy and comes complete with Gamo’s latest thumbhole

ambidextrous synthetic stock.

Seller Info

Name: Mohamed Abdoola

First Name: Mohamed

Last Name: Abdoola

Country: South Africa

ZIP code: 0037

Address: P O Box 13637, Laudium,

Pretoria

Phone: +27 (082) 418-0701

Listing details

Title: Gamo G- Magnum 1250

Price: R 4,000.00

Make: Gamo

Model: G-Magnum1250

Calibre: .22

Condition: Like New

Description: The New G-Magnum 1250 by Gamo is our most
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powerful, accurate and ergonomically designed air

rifle. Spurred on by the persistent market demand for

increased power at an affordable price,

our intentions have always been to satisfy the

broadest range of consumers for whom power and

price will remain pivotal factors in their buying

decision. The European heavyweight of the air gun

world has surely answered that criteria by creating

the new Gamo G-Magnum 1250 break barrel air

rifle, which produces up to 36 Joules energy and

comes complete with Gamo’s latest thumbhole

ambidextrous synthetic stock.

Phone: +2761 (555) 806-0

Email: abd@telkomsa.net

Address: P O Box 13637, Laudium, Pretoria

Country: South Africa

State/Region/Province:Gauteng

City: Pretoria

Additional

Information:

I have chronied it with several pellets :-

 

JSB 18.13gr 788.13 average fps = 25.00 fpe
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(Ft-lb.)

JSB 15.89gr 828.03 = 24.20

Predator Poly Mags 16gr 844.60 = 25.34

H&N Baracuda 21.14gr 697.50 = 22.84

This is an exceptional rifle, with great power! Had

only about 50 pellets through it.
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